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Lahore Smart City Introduction  

Smart City Lahore is arranged along the Lahore By-pass Street close to Kala Shah Kaku. Future 

Improvement Property or FDH is the administration consortium that is right now creating Lahore 

Smart City and Capital Smart City Islamabad. The Lahore Smart City is set to turn into the 

second Smart city of Pakistan and will be created on worldwide guidelines contrived for 

infrastructural advancement of worldwide Smart urban areas. A Smart city depends on the 

idea of eco-accommodating and feasible metropolitan improvement associated carefully. Like 

Capital Smart City, Lahore Smart City is set to incorporate all city conveniences of life while 

guaranteeing a feasible metropolitan way of life for everybody. In a Smart city, all the city 

framework depends on information. The information is gathered through inhabitants, civil 

structures, transportation framework, and so forth. Lahore Smart City is additionally set to 

highlight every one of the conveniences that will be provisioned in Capital Smart City 

Islamabad. Lahore Smart City is set to be created on an expected 20000 Kanals. Lahore is the 

commonplace capital of Punjab and one of the most populated city of the world. The 

urbanization pressure has been expanding in the city's metropolitan center points in the beyond 

couple of years. Lahore Smart City is wanted to take its part in dispersing metropolitan tension 

from the downtown area to rural areas. 

 

Lahore Smart City Developers and Owners 

Future Developments Holdings (Pvt) Restricted and Habib Rafiq (Pvt) Restricted are working 

together on the Lahore Smart City project. These are the names of two significant land 

developers in Pakistan. The two of them are specialists in their particular fields. They are 

likewise notable around the country for their enormous ventures. HRL is answerable for some 

notable undertakings, including Bahria Town, DHA, the Motorway, and others. 

Future Development Holdings (Pvt) Restricted is a main resource the board and land 

developer in Pakistan. They add to the development of current smart urban communities that 

give an extravagant way of life as well as monetary advantages to their customers. The 

Organizations Law of 1984 likewise applies to FDHL. A few public and worldwide substances 

teamed up to fabricate this association which is top land pioneers with master level specialized 

and initiative capacities. 
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Habib Rafiq Pvt. Restricted is another top-level development firm in Pakistan. They're 

notable for their honor winning designing and development accomplishments over recent years. 

Unquestionably, their prosperity is the outcome of their unfaltering responsibility and devotion 

to the client's necessities and their work. 

 

Lahore Smart City NOC 

Lahore Smart City is an enrolled lodging society with the endorsement of the Lahore 

Improvement Authority (LDA). The No Complaint Endorsement (NOC) permits a lodging local 

area to legitimately give every one of the conveniences to its occupants. An administration 

assigned building and improvement administrative power issue it. Because of the Lahore Smart 

City NOC update, the task will approach all essential administrations like water, gas, and power. 

 

Lahore Smart City Location & Map 

Location assumes an essential part while making land ventures. A land financial backer must be 

familiar with the upsides and downsides of a property's area before venture. Like Capital Smart 

City Islamabad, the proposed location of LSC is good to go to be associated through significant 

street organizations to and from Lahore. According to the sources, the proposed area of LSC will 

be along the Lahore By-pass street with simple gets to from N5 GT Street and Lahore - 

Islamabad Motorway (M2). The proposed area of Lahore is truly outstanding in the district 

on account of its simple entry from the primary Lahore city regions. Land veterans have 

invited the presentation of LSC. As per some realtors, this task can possibly become as 

effective as Bahria Town. The specialists emphasize the way that LSC's proposed area 

appreciates extraordinary access from 2 significant street networks associating Lahore with the 

remainder of Pakistan. This makes it a superior venture focal point for financial backers who are 

searching for positive mid-long haul yields on their speculations. 

Lahore Smart City is a lawful lodging venture and Lahore Smart City NOC is supported by 

Lahore Improvement Authority. 

According to sources, the Lahore Smart City location and map are formally delivered by FDH 

and they are planned suitably. 

 

Lahore Smart City Availabilities: 
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Lahore Smart City is available in the following ways: 

 Lahore Smart City is located at Lahore Bypass 

 Almost 4 min drive away from GT Road 

 Almost 9 min drive away from M-11 Motorway 

 Almost 9 min drive away from M-2 Motorway 

 Almost 19 min drive away from Lahore Ring Road L-20 

 Almost 11 min drive away from Kala Khatie Narang Mandi Road 

 Almost 30 min drive away from Allama Iqbal International Airport 

Lahore Smart City Nearby Landmarks & Places: 

 Lahore Bypass 

 UET Lahore 

 Ferozwala 

 Kala Shah Kaku 

 Kot Abdul Malik 

 Shahdara Town 

 M-11 Motorway 

 


